Day on Capitol Hill

MORNING SESSION:
EMPIRE ROOM, 20TH FLOOR, WEST TOWER,
SLOPPY FLOYD BUILDING

7:30--BREAKFAST OPENS
8:00-8:15--WELCOME -- PAGE, GAE & GACTE LEADERS
8:15-8:45--BILL ROUND UP -- MARGARET CICCARELLI, PAGE DIRECTOR OF LEGISLATIVE SERVICES & BUDDY COSTLEY, GAE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
8:45-9:00--SENATE EDUCATION & YOUTH CHAIR CLINT DIXON (R-GWINNETT)
9:00-9:15--BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS – CLAIRE SUGGS, PAGE SENIOR EDUCATION POLICY ANALYST
9:15-9:30--HOUSE EDUCATION CHAIR CHRIS ERWIN (R-HOMER)
9:30-9:45--
9:45-10:00--SEN. SONYA HALPERN (D-ATLANTA)
10:00-10:20--ADVOCACY HOW TO – JOSH STEPHENS, PAGE LEGISLATIVE SERVICES SPECIALIST
10:20-10:30--BREAK INTO GROUPS
10:30-11:45--ATTENDEE ADVOCACY UNDER THE GOLD DOME

LUNCH SESSION:
FLOYD ROOM, 20TH FLOOR, WEST TOWER,
SLOPPY FLOYD BUILDING

11:45--LUNCH BUFFET OPENS
12:00-12:05--DR. OATANISHA DAWSON, PAGE BOARD PRESIDENT -- BLESSING & INSPIRATION
12:05-12:20--SPECIAL RECOGNITION

KEYNOTE
12:20-12:35--STATE SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT RICHARD WOODS

12:35--CRAIG HARPER, PAGE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR -- MESSAGE & AFTERNOON ANNOUNCEMENTS